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Real Life vs Theory
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๏Theory Goal: 
•Use LHC measurements to test hypotheses about what Nature is doing.  
•But have no exact solutions to Quantum Field Theory. 
•How to make predictions to form (reliable) conclusions?

๏The Large Hadron Collider 
•Located at CERN 
•Became the highest-energy 
collider on March 30, 2010: 
•At that time: proton-proton 
collisions at 7 TeV centre-of-
mass energy ( ) 
•~ doubled since

γ ∼ 3700



Confounded by Confinement
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๏We are colliding — and observing — hadrons 
•Strongly bound states of quarks and gluons (non-perturbative QCD) 

๏How do we connect this…
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THEORY EXPERIMENT

๏… with this?

Elementary Fields & Symmetries 
“Fundamental” parameters. 

Asymptotic freedom, perturbative QFT

“Emergent” degrees of freedom 
Jets of hadrons
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๏Textbook “quark-model” proton: 
•“Three quarks for muster Mark” (Gell-Mann/Joyce): 
•Undergrads learn about quark-model wave functions 

๏Real-life hadrons 
•Are composite & strongly bound, with time-dependent structure 

๏For wavelengths ~ confinement scale: 
•quark & gluon plane waves are 
not going to be good 
approximations 
•  forget about the 
interaction picture and 
perturbation theory

⟹

Consider a hadron; why is it complicated?
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Parton Distribution Functions

Hadrons are composite, with time-dependent structure:

u
d
g
u

p

fi(x, Q2) = number density of partons i
at momentum fraction x and probing scale Q2.

Linguistics (example):
F2(x, Q2) =

!

i

e2i xfi(x, Q2)

structure function parton distributions

Figure by T. Sjöstrand



๏Nobel Prize 2004: Asymptotic Freedom in QCD (Gross, Politzer, Wilczek) 
•Over short distances, quarks and gluons do behave like almost free particles 
•Then it’s OK to start from free-field solutions (plane waves) and treat interactions 
as perturbations  The interaction picture and perturbation theory are saved! 
•

⟹

What about shorter wavelengths?
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Asymptotic freedom

Strongly Coupled

35 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

more than three jets in the final state. A selection of results from inclusive jet [429, 443, 600–605],
dijet [451], and multi-jet measurements [385, 387, 388, 429, 606–610] is presented in Fig. 9.3, where
the uncertainty in most cases is dominated by the impact of missing higher orders estimated through
scale variations. From the CMS Collaboration we quote for the inclusive jet production at

Ô
s = 7

and 8 TeV, and for dijet production at TeV the values that have been derived in a simultaneous
fit with the PDFs and marked with “*” in the figure. The last point of the inclusive jet sub-field
from Ref. [605] is derived from a simultaneous fit to six datasets from di�erent experiments and
partially includes data used already for the other data points, e.g. the CMS result at 7 TeV.

The multi-jet –s determinations are based on 3-jet cross sections (m3j), 3- to 2-jet cross-section
ratios (R32), dijet angular decorrelations (RdR, RdPhi), and transverse energy-energy-correlations
and their asymmetry (TEEC, ATEEC). The H1 result is extracted from a fit to inclusive 1-, 2-,
and 3-jet cross sections (nj) simultaneously.

All NLO results are within their large uncertainties in agreement with the world average and
the associated analyses provide valuable new values for the scale dependence of –s at energy scales
now extending up to almost 2.0 TeV as shown in Fig. 9.4.

αs(MZ2) = 0.1179 ± 0.0009

August 2021
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Figure 9.4: Summary of measurements of –s as a function of the energy scale Q. The respective
degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of –s is indicated in brackets (NLO:
next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to-leading order; NNLO+res.: NNLO matched to a
resummed calculation; N3LO: next-to-NNLO).
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) Parametrise “mess” in terms of (measurable) 

probability densities for each type of plane wave:  
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)

Source: PDG



d�̂0Incoming 
proton A

Incoming 
proton B

Example:  
With characteristic scattering 
wavelength 

pp → tt̄

Q−1 ∼ m−1
t ≪ rproton

Mathematically, the cross section factorises
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๏Hadron-level cross sections can be computed as (sums over): 
•Perturbative Parton-level cross sections  Parton Distribution Functions 
•Thus, we can compute, e.g., the total top-quark-pair cross section we expect at LHC:

⊗

Probability densities for finding gluons inside protons A and B 
(carrying fractions xa and xb of the respective proton energies) 

These (+ their quark equivalents) have been extensively measured at 
previous colliders (esp. HERA); increasingly now also at LHC itself.

g(xa, Q2) g(xb, Q2)

Hadronic 
degrees of 
freedom

Partonic 
degrees of 
freedom

“Standard” matrix 
element for  

(perturbatively calculable)
gg → tt̄

๏(Collins, Soper, ’87)



d�̂0

Compare with measurements
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๏ Theorist: 
๏ This is a  eventtt̄

๏ Experimentalist: 
๏ Is this a  event?tt̄

With factorisation, we recover the use of perturbation theory (for high-Q processes*) 
But we also lose a lot of detail (and still cannot address low Q)

*for so-called Infrared and Collinear Safe Observables



Accuracy & Detail 1: Radiative Corrections
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๏The scattered partons carry QCD and/or electric charges 
•Will give off bremsstrahlung radiation, at wavelengths > 1/Q. 
•Probabilities can be computed order by order in perturbation theory

•Many new efforts over the past decade!

d�̂0d�̂0d�̂0

•But the leading (~classical) effects can also 
be (re)summed to  perturbative order.∞

•Can be achieved numerically by Markov-
Chain Monte Carlo algorithms which 
iterate factorised emission probabilities: 

➤ Parton Showers 
•E.g.: Sjöstrand (’85, ’86, ’87), Marchesini & Webber 
(’84, ’87, ’88), Gustafson (’88) + many more recent

Hard Interaction

Matrix Elements

Final-State Radiation

Initial-State Radiation

QED Radiation



hard process

Parton Showers = Iterated Sums over “Radiation Kernels”
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Most bremsstrahlung is driven by 
divergent propagators → simple universal 
structure, independent of process details  

Amplitudes factorise in singular limits 

a

b

/ 1

2(pa · pb)

|MF+1(. . . , a, b, . . . )|2
a||b! g2sC

P (z)

2(pa · pb)
|MF (. . . , a+ b, . . . )|2

In collinear limits, we get so-called DGLAP splitting kernels:

i

j

k

In soft limits (Eg/Q➞0), we get dipole factors (same as classical):

|MF+1(. . . , i, j, k. . . )|2
jg!0! g2sC

(pi · pk)
(pi · pj)(pj · pk)

|MF (. . . , i, k, . . . )|2

These limits are not independent; they overlap in phase space. 
How to treat the two consistently has given rise to many individual approaches: 
Angular ordering, angular vetos, dipoles, global antennae, sector antennae, …



After 40 years of development, how far have we got?
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๏In fixed-order perturbative QCD (pQCD): 
•LO → NLO → NNLO → N3LO 

•Translates to accuracies of order a few per cent or better 

๏For all-orders showers, it makes no sense to count “orders” 
•Instead, people count “logarithms” (arising from  propagators on 
previous slide integrated over phase spaces ) 

๏Counting logs is not the only way to judge (and ignores other important 
aspects), but: 

•Angular ordering (80s): (N)LL    
•Modern dipole/antenna showers: (N)LL 
•Colour flow also still “leading colour”  

๏ (with small refinements)

1/Q2

∝ dQ2

State of the art for complex processes
State of the art for simple processes

Last remaining 
“leading” 

frontiers in pQCD



Why is that hard?
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Simplified analogy:

LO NLO

N2LO N3LO

Parton Shower

๏Some Complications: 
•Showers are quantum stochastic processes, not deterministic rules 
•Several branching types, on multiparton phase spaces (beware overlaps/double-counting/dead zones)  
•With SU(3) colour structure, spin/polarisation structure, and quantum interference 
•Universality: start from any hard process (~ starting “shape”); + scaling violation. 
•Conservation Laws: must be momentum conserving, and Lorentz & gauge invariant.  
•Unitarity: must achieve perfect cancellations between (singular) real and virtual corrections.

(If this doesn’t 
work out on 
Zoom, it’s an 
animated GIF 

that keeps 
zooming; 

illustrating a 
scale-invariant 
infinite-order 

structure)

Using a “Koch snowflake” as a stand-in for perturbation theory



๏Matching, Merging, and Matrix-Element Corrections 
•Essentially: use exact rule for first few orders; then let shower 
approximation take over 

๏ LO matrix-element corrections (➤ Sjöstrand et al., 80s)  
๏ LO merged calculations (➤ Lönnblad et al., ‘00s + more recent) 
๏ NLO matched calculations (➤ MC@NLO, POWHEG ‘00s)   

๏State of the art (for LHC phenomenology right now): 
•Merging several NLO + PS matched calculations (➤ UNLOPS, FxFx, …) 

๏Intense activity; here just using “my” projects as representative examples: 
•NNLO + PS matching (Proof of concept ➤ Campbell, Hoeche, Li, Preuss, PS, ‘21) 
•Iterated LO matrix-element corrections (➤ Preuss, PS, soon…) 
•Iterated NLO matrix-element corrections (➤ Preuss, PS, in a while 🐊) 

•Limiting factors are complexity growth & shower accuracy

Well Established for First Few Orders

12

⊗



The Final Frontier: Shower Accuracy
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๏Second-order radiative corrections 
•Iterating only single-emission probabilities will ultimately fail to describe multi-
emission correlations & interferences 
•Hard to iterate single and double emissions without any overlaps. 

๏VINCIA sector approach (➤ Preuss, PS) 
•Clean separation of phase space into 
“ordered” and “unordered” sectors 
(using single-valued resolution Q)  
•Pieces look ready. Proof of concept for 
iterated single emissions (augmented by 
virtual & double-emission MEC factors) 
+ “direct” double-emissions 
•Goal: iterate full structure; not there yet 

๏Alternative approaches:  
•Dire (also in Pythia ➤ Gellersen); PanScales (different but related project ➤ Verheyen)
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Figure 1: Ratio of the evolution variable of the four-parton and three-parton configuration log
⇣
p2
?,4/p

2
?,3

⌘
in e+e� ! 4 j. The region > 0 corresponds

to unordered contributions not reached by strongly-ordered showers.

defined as

d�>+2 =
X

j

⇥>j/IK⇥
sct
j/IK d� j

+2 . (32)

For 2 ! 4 emissions o↵ quark-antiquark and gluon-
gluon antennae, we use the double-real antenna func-
tions in [44, 45, 47]. We note that NLO quark-gluon
antenna functions appear in the Standard Model at low-
est order for three final-state particles and are hence not
of interest for our test case of e+e� ! j j. We wish
to point out, however, that the NLO quark-gluon an-
tenna functions in [46, 47] contain spurious singularities
which have to be removed before a shower implementa-
tion is possible.

As a validation, we show in fig. 1 the ratio of the
four-jet to three-jet evolution variable for e+e� ! 4 j at
p

s = 240 GeV. To focus on the perturbative realm, the
shower evolution is constrained to the region between
t0 = s and tc = (5 GeV)2. The region > 0 corresponds
to the unordered part of phase space to which strongly-
ordered showers cannot contribute. Due to the use of
sector showers, there is a sharp cut-o↵ at the bound-
ary between the ordered and unordered region, as the

sector criterion ensures that the last emission is always
the softest and therefore, no recoil e↵ects can spoil the
strong ordering of the shower. As expected, the inclu-
sion of direct 2 ! 4 branchings gives access to the un-
ordered parts of phase space, a crucial element of our
matching method.

4.3. LO Matrix-Element Corrections

In order for the shower expansion to match the fixed-
order calculation, we need (iterated) 2 7! 3 tree-level
MECs and (direct) 2 7! 4 tree-level MECs. Both take
a particularly simple form in the sector-antenna frame-
work, as will be shown below.

At leading-colour, tree-level MECs to the ordered
sector shower can be constructed as [55, 67]

wLO,LC
2 7!3,i (�2,�+1) =

RLC
i (�2,�+1)

P
j ⇥

sct
j/IK Asct

j/IK(pi, p j, pk)B(�2)
,

wLO,LC
3 7!4,i (�3,�+1) =

RRLC
i (�3,�+1)

P
j ⇥

sct
j/IK Asct

j/IK(pi, p j, pk)RLC
i (�3)

,

7

Campbell, Hoeche, Li, 
Preuss, PS: arXiv:2108.07133

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07133
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(Resonance Decays and Weak Showers)
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2. Weak SU(2) bremsstrahlung

1. Unstable resonances (top quarks, Z/W 
bosons, and Higgs bosons) will decay

Both are topics of active research 
(in PYTHIA ➤ R. Verheyen, PS)

d�̂0

… and their decay products will shower

Hard Interaction

Resonance Decays

Matrix Elements

Final-State Radiation

Initial-State Radiation

QED Radiation

Weak Showers

Many interesting questions and 
applications (but no major 

revolutions expected).

๏I will add a few further details without much comment 
•(Otherwise this talk would be too long)
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Hard Interaction

Resonance Decays

Matrix Elements

Final-State Radiation

Initial-State Radiation

QED Radiation

Weak Showers

MPIMPI

d�̂0

➤ Multi-Parton Interactions (MPI) 
•MCMC algorithms with iterated 
application of factorised scattering 
probabilities. Around since 80s. 
•Sjöstrand (’85) + a few more recent

Such Stuff as Beams are Made Of

15

๏Before we talk about confinement 

๏Recall that the protons were composite 
•Who said only a single pair of partons collided?

•As they pass through each other, 
the two protons present a beam 
of partons to each other

•Crucial to describe event structure at hadron colliders



MPIMPI

d�̂0

Confinement

16

๏Event structure still in terms of (colour-charged) quarks & gluons 
•Confinement must set in when they reach O(1fm) relative distances.

Between a single quark-antiquark 
pair, we know the long-distance 
behaviour is a linear potential

“Cornell potential”: 

 V(r) = −
4
3

αs

r
+ κr

r0 = 0.5fm κ ∼ 0.9 GeV/fm



It’s all about connections
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MPIMPI

d�̂0

๏So if we know which partons are each others’ “colour 
partners”, we can draw linear potentials between them:

There are, however, ambiguities 
Especially in complex events with many MPI

➤ Colour Reconnections (CR) 
•Represented by inner blue shaded 
band. Generally thought to act to 
minimise the total linear potential. 
•Sjöstrand & v. Zijl (’85), Christiansen & PS (’15) + …

Figure 2.6. Junction system, involving a Y-shaped string topology between three quarks.

Figure 2.7 shows the formation of junctions due to CR, showing the reconfiguration

of three qq̄ pairs into a junction and antijunction.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7. (a) Strings spanning qq̄ pairs. (b) A reconfiguration of the strings instead forming

a junction and corresponding antijunction. This junction configuration can only form if the

overall qqq (and thus also q̄q̄q̄) are in an overall colour singlet state.

The string-fragmentation mechanism for junctions can be formulated as an exten-

sion (albeit a complicated one) of the model for a simple string stretched between a

qq̄ pair [17]. The inclusion of junction fragmentation results in a higher number of

baryonic final states as the baryon number of the junction topology is preserved by the

fragmentation process, as seen in Figure 2.8. It should be noted that though the total

number of baryonic final states increases (i.e.
P

|B| increases where B is the baryon
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VsEg:

•Christiansen & PS (’15)•Illustration by J. Altmann



Time to call a string a string
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๏ What physical system has a linear potential? A string. 

๏

MPIMPI

d�̂0

•This is the basis for the Lund 
String Fragmentation Model  
•Andersson, Gustafson, Peterson, Sjöstrand, … (’78 - ‘83) 

A comparatively simple 1+1 
dimensional model of massless 
relativistic strings, with tension 

 κ ∼ 1 GeV/fm

➤ The signature feature 
of the Pythia Monte 

Carlo event generator 



A New Set of Degrees of Freedom
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๏The string model provides a mapping: 
•Quarks ➤ String endpoints 
•Gluons ➤ Kinks on strings 
•Further evolution then governed by 
string world sheet (area law) 

๏+ string breaks by tunnelling  
๏ By analogy with “Schwinger mechanism” 

in QED (electron-positron pair 
production in strong electric field) 

•Predictive for phase-space distribution of hadrons (but not for their 
spin/flavour composition ➤ Bierlich, Chakraborty, Gustafson, Lönnblad ‘22) 
•➤ Jets of Hadrons! 
•

H
ad

ro
ns

( )q̄ B̄

( )g BR̄

( )q R

Hyperfine splitting effects in string hadronization



Hadronisation
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๏➤ We finally have a model that 
can be compared to experiments 
in full detail …

… Does it work?

(+ hadron decays; added without comment)

Original figure:

arXiv:2203.11601 I can only show you a few hand-picked 

measurements I find particularly interesting



๏“Colour reconnection” modelling based on stochastic sampling 
of SU(3) group probabilities allows for random connections

Unique feature of SU(3): Y-Shaped 3-String “Junctions” ➤ Baryons

21
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Extra baryon production
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Figure 12. The average p? as a function of multiplicity [52] (a), the average charged multiplicity as a func-
tion of pseudorapidity [113] (b), and the ⇤/Ks ratio [114] (c). All observables from the CMS collaboration
and plotted with the Rivet framework [115]. All PYTHIA simulations were non single diffractive (NSD)
with a lifetime cut-off ⌧max = 10 mm/c and no p? cuts applied to the final state particles. The yellow error
band represents the experimental 1� deviation.

• Cj (ColourReconnection:junctionCorrection): multiplicative factor, m0j/m0,
applied to the string-length measure for junction systems, thereby enhancing or suppressing
the likelihood of junction reconnections. Controls the junction component of the baryon to
meson fraction and is tuned to the ⇤/K0

s ratio.

• pref
? (MultiPartonInteractions:pT0Ref): lower (infrared) regularisation scale of

the MPI framework. Controls the amount of low p? MPIs and is therefore closely related to
the total multiplicity and can be tuned to the d hnchi /d⌘ distribution.
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Figure 12. The average p? as a function of multiplicity [52] (a), the average charged multiplicity as a func-
tion of pseudorapidity [113] (b), and the ⇤/Ks ratio [114] (c). All observables from the CMS collaboration
and plotted with the Rivet framework [115]. All PYTHIA simulations were non single diffractive (NSD)
with a lifetime cut-off ⌧max = 10 mm/c and no p? cuts applied to the final state particles. The yellow error
band represents the experimental 1� deviation.

• Cj (ColourReconnection:junctionCorrection): multiplicative factor, m0j/m0,
applied to the string-length measure for junction systems, thereby enhancing or suppressing
the likelihood of junction reconnections. Controls the junction component of the baryon to
meson fraction and is tuned to the ⇤/K0

s ratio.

• pref
? (MultiPartonInteractions:pT0Ref): lower (infrared) regularisation scale of

the MPI framework. Controls the amount of low p? MPIs and is therefore closely related to
the total multiplicity and can be tuned to the d hnchi /d⌘ distribution.
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}

CMS DATA (2011, NSD)

QCD-based CR 
with junctions

[Christiansen & PS, arXiv:1505.01681]

Mode 0, 2, 3 are different 
causality restrictions (0 = none)

Without string-junction CR

We 
fit to 
this

Charm hadron composition – 1

EPS-HEP 2021 | Highlights from the ALICE experiment | K. Reygers

Charm hadronization in pp (1):

26

More charm quarks in baryons in pp than in e+e– and ep collisions

Charm quarks hadronize into baryons 40% of the time

~ 4 times more than in e+e–

arXiv:2105.06335 talk Luigi Dello Stritto

K. Reygers, EPS-HEP 2021

EPS-HEP 2021 | Highlights from the ALICE experiment | K. Reygers
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PYTHIA 8.243, Monash 2013

          PYTHIA 8.243, CR-BLC:
Mode 0 Mode 2
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SHM+RQM
Catania
QCM

ALI-DER-493847

Charm hadronization in pp (3)

28

 ratio in pp significantly different than in e+e–�+c /D0
arXiv:2011.06079

Charm quark fragmentation not universal!

e+e�
Standard PYTHIA 8 below data

Fair description by 
‣ PYTHIA 8 with CR 
‣ Coalescence + fragmentation (Catania) 
‣ SH mode + RQM  

(T = 170 MeV, additional states crucial)

Measurement of charmed hadrons down to 
unprecedentedly low pT at midrapidity

�+c (udc) � pK��+
� pK0s

arXiv:2106.08278

⇤+
c /D0 four times higher

than in e+e�!
But e+e� result recovered
at large p?.

Torbjörn Sjöstrand Nonperturbative models in PYTHIA slide 6/23

Pythia Default 
(Monash) ~ LEP High pT ~ LEP

ALICE 2021: also in charm

×
10

Pre-
dicted 

this

https://arxiv.org/abs/1505.01681


What a strange world we live in, said Alice

22

๏Landmark measurement by ALICE (’17) 
•Ratios of strange hadrons to pions

June 2017 D.D.	Chinellato	– 38th	 International	Conference	on	High	Energy	Physics

Relative Strangeness 
Production
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• Quantified via strange to non-strange 
integrated particle ratios vs d"#$/d&

• Significant enhancement of strange 
and multi-strange particle production 

• MC predictions do not describe this 
observation satisfactorily

5

ALICE, arXiv:1606.07424
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[1] Comput. Phys. Commun. 178 (2008) 852–867
[2] JHEP 08 (2011) 103
[3] Phys. Rev. C 92, 034906 (2015)

[1]
[2]

[3]

Same as 
blue on 
previous

“Colour Ropes” 
(also Lund)

Thermal hydro 
(competitor)



Other signs of “collectivity”
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๏“CMS ridge” (CMS ‘10):  
•Long-distance correlations between particles at same azimuthal angle, in 
“busy” events — not predicted!  
•Interpreted as sign of a “collective flow” along common (transverse) axis 
•By now many follow-up measurements confirming same features 

๏Taken together: string junctions, strangeness enhancement, flow 
•I think indicates that we are seeing QCD string interactions 
•Strings have physical properties of vortex lines. Strings with same flux 
orientation repel each other, like two co-rotating tornadoes. 

๏ Lund group has implemented a model of “string shoving”.  
•The interaction energy also increases the string tension ➤ more strangeness 
•

•These new measurements, and our growing understanding of them, are 
ushering in a new era of exploration of emergent non-perturbative phenomena



Apologies: Many things not mentioned …
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๏Photon-induced processes (photoproduction) 
•Photons can appear pointlike, or with partonic 
substructure ~ hadrons ➤ Helenius 

๏More showers and matching/merging schemes … 
•➤ Gellersen, Mrenna, Preuss 

๏New Physics … 
•Dark Matter and Dark Sectors / Hidden Valleys ➤ Desai, Sjöstrand 

๏Hadrons, Heavy ions, ropes, shoving, diffraction, … 
•Heavy Ions, ropes, shoving ➤ Bierlich, Chakraborty, Helenius, Lönnblad, Utheim  
•Hadronic Rescattering ➤ Sjöstrand, Utheim 
•Quarkonia, Tau decays (& LHCb) ➤ Ilten 
•Heavy-flavour fragmentation ➤ PS (with Monash-Warwick colleagues) 

๏➤ New Comprehensive Guide: arXiv:2203.11601 Thank you!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.11601


Anatomy of an LHC Collision

25

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)



Sum Over Histories
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๏Sum over partial-fractions  full singularity structure ✅ 
•Means each (n+1)-parton phase-space point receives contributions 
from several possible shower “histories” ~ clusterings. 

๏CKKW-L style merging  (incl UMEPS, NL3, UNLOPS, …) 

•Need to take all contributing shower histories into account.  
•Bottleneck at high multiplicities (+ high code complexity)

⟹

9/19

Merging with sector showers [Brooks, CTP 2008.09468]

Tree-level merging with sector showers straight-forward:
start from CKKW-L and modify history construction (could be extended to NLO)

basic CKKW-L idea [Lönnblad hep-ph/0112284], [Lönnblad, Prestel 1109.4829]
I construct all possible shower histories, choose most likely

I let (truncated) trial showers generate Sudakov factors
I re-weight event by Sudakov factors

�(t0, tÕ)

�(t0, t)

cluster

cluster

t

tÕ

number of histories scales factorially with number of legs

sector showers have a single (!) history for gluon emissions at LC

Since Pythia 8.304: sector merging available with Vincia

Fewer partial-fractionings, but still factorial growth

(Starting from a single  pair)qq̄



Sector Showers
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๏New in Pythia 8.304: Sectorized Antenna Showers in Vincia 
•PartonShowers:Model = 2 

๏Sector antennae: no partial-fractioning of any singularities.  
•Each sector-antenna kernel contains the full soft-eikonal 
singularity and also the full collinear singularities for each gluon. 
•Double-counting avoided by dividing the n-gluon phase space 
up into n non-overlapping sectors, inside each of which only one 
kernel (the most singular one) is allowed to contribute.  
•VINCIA: Lorentz-invariant def of most singular gluon based on ARIADNE pT:  

•

      with       (+ generalisations for heavy-quark emitters) 

๏No sum over histories!  
•Factorial  constant scaling in number of gluons. 

๏ Generalisation to   factorial in number of same-flavour quark pairs.

p2
⊥j =

sijsjk

sijk
sij ≡ 2(pi ⋅ pj)

→
g → qq̄ ⟹

VINCIA

Kosower, hep-ph/9710213 
hep-ph/0311272; Larkoski 
& Peskin 0908.2450 & 	
1106.2182; Lopez-Villarejo 
& PS 1109.3608; Brooks, 
Preuss & PS 2003.00702

Brooks, Preuss & PS 2003.00702

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9710213
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0311272
https://arxiv.org/abs/0908.2450
https://arxiv.org/abs/1106.2182
https://arxiv.org/abs/1109.3608


So What?
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๏As a pure shower, our advert would not be that impressive 
• ``Vincia —- not worse than any other LL* shower !’’ 
•Still, it does have better coherence properties than default Pythia showers 

๏ Especially important for VBF [2003.00702], top production and decays [2003.00702], and 
also just for hadron collisions in general; anything with colour flow through the process.  

๏(+ No time to discuss …) 
New “interleaved” treatment of resonance decays + EW Shower [2108.10786] 

Dedicated “exact” treatment of quark mass effects [1108.6172] 

QED multipole showers with full soft interference [2002.04939]  

Reproduces eikonal point-by-point in phase space whereas angular ordering 
only does so at the azimuthally averaged level. 

๏Main point: achieves LL* with a single history, not a factorial number. 
•“Maximally bijective” = simple skeleton to build new things on top of.  

๏ E.g., NNLO matching proof of concept [2108.07133]

VINCIA

LL* = NLL for a few IRC-safe observables, LL + exact (E,p) cons for most; not quite LL for some.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00702
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10786
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.04939


Sectorized CKKW-L Merging in Pythia 8.306
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๏Work ongoing to optimise baseline algorithm 
•Already now it is mature and ready for serious applications. 
•Feedback on default tuning and how sector merging works for you is valuable. 
•Note: Vincia also has dedicated POWHEG hooks; NLO sector merging coming in 2022. 
•Vincia tutorial: http://skands.physics.monash.edu/slides/files/Pythia83-VinciaTute.pdf
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Figure 14: PYTHIA and VINCIA CPU time scaling in history construction (left) and parton-level event generation (right) for
pp ! W� + jets merging at

p
s = 14 TeV.

strategies to deal with competing sectors, cf. e.g. [68, 69, 70], which can improve the performance relative to
the results shown here. Such optimisation studies are currently ongoing.

Figure 15: PYTHIA and VINCIA CPU time scaling in history construction (left) and parton-level event generation (right) for
pp ! Z + jets merging at

p
s = 14 TeV.

4.2. Memory Usage

As the even more prohibiting bottleneck of conventional CKKW-L merging schemes at high multiplicities,
we study the memory usage. We use Valgrind’s Massif tool to monitor the heap usage of the default PYTHIA

CKKW-L merging and our VINCIA sector shower merging implementations. In particular, this means that
neither the stack nor the memory at the page level is recorded. For comparability and reproducibility, we
use the --time-unit=B option in Valgrind to measure the runtime of the program in terms of the number
of allocated and deallocated bytes. We use the same main program and event samples for both runs and
consider a fictitious Z + 10 jet merging run, so that every event multiplicity, including the 9-jet sample,
is processed as an intermediate node. We run each multiplicity independently with the maximal possible
number of snapshots available, which may be at most (but is not necessarily identical to) 1000. To gain the
most detailed possible picture of the memory allocations, we choose a relatively small number of 1000 events

17
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Figure 17: PYTHIA and VINCIA memory usage scaling in pp ! Z + jets merging at
p
s = 14 TeV.

As a gauge of the scaling behaviour of the memory usage in both merging implementations, we plot
the total allocated/deallocated memory per 1k events in Fig. 17. For each multiplicity, we average over
statistically independent runs and from 7 jets on, we also average over the di↵erent groupings. While PYTHIA

shows a rather dramatic scaling, with allocating and deallocating a total of 1 TiB of data for Z + 9 jets,
the VINCIA curve remains almost flat, with only a small peak around 3 additional jets. The latter can be
understood by considering that the sector shower has a comparable memory footprint as the merging and
that in the latter maximally two histories are stored concurrently, cf. Section 2.3. At high multiplicities,
most of the events get vetoed during the trial showers and the sector shower is never started o↵ these events.
For samples with 1 – 3 additional jets, on the other hand, a fair number of events are accepted and further
processed by the sector shower, explaining the small increase in memory usage there.

5. Conclusions

We here presented the first-ever implementation of the CKKW-L merging approach with sector showers,
which alleviates the bottlenecks of conventional implementations while accurately calculating the Sudakov
factors as generated by the shower. The merging scheme was implemented for the VINCIA antenna shower in
the PYTHIA 8.3 event generator; this implementation is mostly independent from the default CKKW-L one,
and has been made public in the PYTHIA 8.304 release.

We have validated the implementation for processes of immediate phenomenological interest and studied
the scaling behaviour of the method in multi-jet merging in vector boson production at high multiplicities.
While the time to construct sector shower histories scales approximately linearly with the number of hard
jets, the overall event generation time as well as the memory usage stays approximately constant. Both
provides a significant improvement over the exponential scaling of the default merging implementation in
PYTHIA. As a consequence, including merging hard jets with the sector shower in fact becomes easier with
increasing multiplicity. We gained a first estimate of renormalisation scale uncertainties arising at high
merged multiplicities and compared preliminary results to PYTHIA’s CKKW-L implementation.

20

Memory
Optimizations 
work in progress

Brooks & Preuss, 2008.09468

http://skands.physics.monash.edu/slides/files/Pythia83-VinciaTute.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.09468


Re-examations of String Basics? Time dependence?
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๏Cornell potential 
•Potential V(r) between static (lattice) and/or steady-state (hadron 
spectroscopy) colour-anticolour charges: 

•Lund string model built on the asymptotic large-r linear behaviour  

๏But intrinsically only a statement about the late-time / long-
distance / steady-state situation. Deviations at early times?  

•Coulomb effects in the grey area between shower and hadronization? 
Low-r slope > κ favours “early” production of quark-antiquark pairs? 
•+ Pre-steady-state thermal effects from a (rapidly) expanding string?

Coulomb part

V (r) = � a

r
+ r

<latexit sha1_base64="HK6rTLiZ//EWGiv3Y9JXQACyvjo=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAlCRAy7EtCLEPTiMYJ5QBJC72Q2GTI7u8zMCmHZnL34K148KOLVH/Dm3zh5HDSxoKGo6qa7y4s4U9pxvq3Myura+kZ2M7e1vbO7Z+8f1FUYS0JrJOShbHqgKGeC1jTTnDYjSSHwOG14w5uJ33igUrFQ3OtRRDsB9AXzGQFtpK6drxflCR5fjfFZ25dAEkgTmeLx6Ri3hxBFgGXXLjglZwq8TNw5KaA5ql37q90LSRxQoQkHpVquE+lOAlIzwmmaa8eKRkCG0KctQwUEVHWS6S8pPjZKD/uhNCU0nqq/JxIIlBoFnukMQA/UojcR//NasfYvOwkTUaypILNFfsyxDvEkGNxjkhLNR4YAkczciskATCTaxJczIbiLLy+T+nnJLZfKd+VC5XoeRxYdoTwqIhddoAq6RVVUQwQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Zq0Zaz5ziP7A+vwBKI2Z4g==</latexit>

String part 
Dominates for r & 0.2 fm

<latexit sha1_base64="JqW1qZV98otmV2k0JL7xjy7ACs0=">AAACBHicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCBwlJrVpvRS8eK9hWaELZbDft0t0k7G6EEnrw4l/x4kERr/4Ib/4bN2kEFX0w8Hhvhpl5fsyoVLb9YZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unK6NEYNLBEYvEjY8kYTQkHUUVIzexIIj7jPT8yUXm926JkDQKr9U0Jh5Ho5AGFCOlpYFZFdAdKe1zaFt19xC6HKmx4GnAZwOzZlvHtnN2YmvTzpGTpnPkQKdQaqBAe2C+u8MIJ5yECjMkZd+xY+WlSCiKGZlV3ESSGOEJGpG+piHiRHpp/sQM7mtlCINI6AoVzNXvEyniUk65rzuzE+VvLxP/8vqJCppeSsM4USTE80VBwqCKYJYIHFJBsGJTTRAWVN8K8RgJhJXOraJD+PoU/k+6dctpWI2rRq11XsRRBlWwBw6AA05BC1yCNugADO7AA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/z1pJRzOyCHzDePgGN65du</latexit>

๏Berges, Floerchinger, and Venugopalan JHEP 04(2018)145) 



Toy Model with Time-Dependent String Tension
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๏Model constrained to have same average tension as Pythia’s default “Monash Tune"  
•➤ same average Nch etc ➤ main LEP constraints basically unchanged. 
•But expect different fluctuations / correlations, e.g. with multiplicity Nch.

N. Hunt-Smith & PS arxiv:2005.06219

Figure 7: Mean p? versus charged multiplicity for ⇡+, p, K+, ⇤, � and ⌅.

13

Figure 9: Particle yields as a ratio to pions for K+, �, p, ⇤, ⌃ and ⌅ after cuts.

rections can be significant in determining what is “in” and what is “out”. If so, a single
large p? value generated by a non-perturbative breakup would show up in hp?ini but not
in hp?outi.

As our final examples of salient distributions that could be measured in archival ee
data, we show the hadron/⇡ distributions for different hadron species as functions of NCh

in fig. 9. To suppress effects of the original Z ! qq̄ endpoint quarks, we include only
particles with rapidities |y| < 3 with respect to the Thrust axis, for events with low values
of 1�T  0.1 , i.e., reasonably pencil-like events for which the Thrust axis should provide
a fairly good global axis choice. The number of particles remaining after both of these
cuts is reduced by around 36%. The relationships between particle yield ratio and charged
multiplicity for these hadrons are shown in fig. 9.

At low multiplicities, we see higher strangeness fractions, reflecting the earlier h⌧i
values. This trend is particularly pronounced for strange baryons such as ⌃ and ⌅ shown
in the bottom two panes. This plot indicates that effects such as those represented in
our model can have a significant effect on the correlation between strangeness and particle
multiplicity. Generically, if earlier times are associated with higher scales, our prediction is
for higher average p? and strangeness fractions at lower multiplicities, the opposite of the
trend observed for pp collisions. However, as already mentioned the overall main driving
factor for the behaviour in ee is the fixed total invariant mass, which does not carry over

15

➤ Want to study 
(suppressed) tails 
with very low 
and very high 
Nch. 

➤ These plots are 
for LEP-like 
statistics. 

➤ Would be crystal 
clear at CEPC/
FCC-ee

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06219


Colour Connections: Between which partons do confining potentials form?
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๏High-energy collisions with QCD bremsstrahlung + multi-parton interactions   
➤ final states with very many coloured partons 
๏ Who gets confined with whom? 

๏Starting point for MC generators = Leading Colour limit  
๏  Probability for any given colour charge to accidentally be same as any other .  
๏  Each colour appears only once & is matched by a unique anticolour.

NC → ∞
⟹ → 0
⟹

Example (from upcoming big Pythia 8.3 manual): 
 + parton showere+e− → Z0 → qq̄

Colour flow represented using  
“Les Houches colour tags” 

Eg., 101, 102, … [hep-ph/0109068 , 
hep-ph/0609017]

Naively, corrections suppressed by 
 

But in pp collisions, multi-parton 
interactions  many such 
systems  

1/N2
C ∼ 10 %

⟹

Each has probability ~ 10% + significant overlaps in phase space  CR more likely than not⟹

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0109068
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0609017


Colour Reconnections Original Goal: describe observables like <pT>(nch)
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Consider the simple example of two quark dipoles as shown in Figure 1.3. In the

LC limit, the strings have unique configurations as each parton has a unique colour.

However, given a finite Nc, there is a finite probability that the partons “accidentally”

have the same colour, say red-antired. Figure 1.3 demonstrates two possible di↵erent

string configurations for such a scenario. Figure 1.4 shows CR in the context of an

e+e� collision.

In the context of pp collisions, confining potentials are formed between a jet and

each beam remnant as seen in Figure 1.5 (a). Contrastingly, with CR e↵ects, the

confining potentials can form between jets and then connect back to the beam remnant,

rather than each jet being independently connected to the beam remnant, illustrated

in Figure 1.5 (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5. (a) The string topology ignoring CR e↵ects, where strings are formed directly be-

tween the beam remnant and the jet. (b) Allowing for CR e↵ects, the dynamically favourable

string configuration. The string is now spanned from the beam remnant to one the fuirther

jet via another jet, reducing the overall string length.

The second meaning of CR refers to dynamical reconfigurations in colour space in-

volving explicit exchange of momentum and colour. Dynamical reconfigurations which

reduce the string length, and thus energy, may be assumed to be favoured. These

dynamical reconfigurations are physical interactions in the systems, such as gluon ex-

changes and/or strings cutting each other up.

For e+e� collisions, the LC limit is a reasonable approximation as CR e↵ects are

known to be suppressed [11, 12]. Hence, many key parameters are tuned to data from
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Flow-like boost effects  
 More pT⟹
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in Figure 1.5 (b).
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reduce the string length, and thus energy, may be assumed to be favoured. These

dynamical reconfigurations are physical interactions in the systems, such as gluon ex-

changes and/or strings cutting each other up.

For e+e� collisions, the LC limit is a reasonable approximation as CR e↵ects are

known to be suppressed [11, 12]. Hence, many key parameters are tuned to data from
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MPI 
without 

CR:

MPI 
with 
CR:

No CR  <pT> approximately the 
same for all Nch (Many MPI just 
produce more hadrons, but with ~ same 

⟹

QCD-based CR
MPI-based CR (default)
No CR

Both MPI-based (default) and 
QCD-based CR [1505.01681] 
reproduce the rising trend of 
<pT>(Nch)ALICE DATA

mcplots.cern.ch

(Just one example here, that I could easily obtain from mcplots.cern.ch; with 
minor differences all other CM energies and fiducial cuts show same trend)

⟨p⊥(Nch)⟩

Note: for more on flow-like effects 
from CR, see also, e.g., Ortiz 
Velasquez et al. arXiv:1303.6326

http://mcplots.cern.ch/?query=plots,ppppbar,mb-inelastic,avgpt-vs-nch,Pythia%208.CR%20Variations
http://mcplots.cern.ch


QCD-based CR Model: Rules of the Game
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๏MPI + showers  partons with LC connections 
•Idea: stochastically allow (1/NC2) colour correlations, using SU(3) rules: 

(1)         for uncorrelated colour-anticolour pairs (allows “dipole CR”) 

(2)         for uncorrelated colour-colour pairs (allows “junction CR”) 

๏Then choose between which ones to realise confining potentials  
•Smallest measure of “invariant string length”  number of hadrons

⟹

3 ⊗ 3̄ = 8 ⊕ 1

3 ⊗ 3 = 6 ⊕ 3̄

∝

Illustrations by J. Altmann

Figure 2.6. Junction system, involving a Y-shaped string topology between three quarks.

Figure 2.7 shows the formation of junctions due to CR, showing the reconfiguration

of three qq̄ pairs into a junction and antijunction.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7. (a) Strings spanning qq̄ pairs. (b) A reconfiguration of the strings instead forming

a junction and corresponding antijunction. This junction configuration can only form if the

overall qqq (and thus also q̄q̄q̄) are in an overall colour singlet state.

The string-fragmentation mechanism for junctions can be formulated as an exten-

sion (albeit a complicated one) of the model for a simple string stretched between a

qq̄ pair [17]. The inclusion of junction fragmentation results in a higher number of

baryonic final states as the baryon number of the junction topology is preserved by the

fragmentation process, as seen in Figure 2.8. It should be noted that though the total

number of baryonic final states increases (i.e.
P

|B| increases where B is the baryon
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Junction CR

new!
qC0

qB3

qA2

qB2

q̄B3

q̄q̄B1

q̄B2

qB0

qqB1

qA1

q̄A2

qA0

q̄A1

First Stage: Legs A and B

qqAB

qC4 q̄C4 qC3 q̄C3 qC2 q̄C2 qC1 q̄C1
qC0

q̄B3

qB2

q̄B2

q̄q̄B1

qqB1

qB0

q̄A2

qA1

q̄A1

qA0

Second Stage: Leg C

Figure 15: Illustration of the two main stages of junction fragmentation. Left: first, the junction
rest frame (JRF) is identified, in which the pull directions of the legs are at 120� to each other.
(If no solution is found, the CM of the parton system is used instead.) The two lowest-energy
legs (A and B) in this frame are then fragmented from their respective endpoints inwards, towards
a fictitious other end which is assigned equal energy and opposite direction, here illustrated by
gray dashed lines. This fragmentation stops when any further hadrons would be likely to have
negative rapidities along the respective string axes. Right: the two leftover quark endpoints from
the previous stage (qA2 and qB3) are combined into a diquark (qq

AB
) which is then used as endpoint

for a conventional fragmentation along the last leg, alternating randomly between fragmentation
from the qC end and the qqAB end as usual.

describe the spacetime picture for qq pairs, based on methods developed in ref. [293].
From the linear potential V (r) = r, the equations of motion are

����
dpz,q/q

dt

���� =
����
dpz,q/q

dz

���� =
����
dEq/q

dt

���� =
����
dEq/q

dz

���� =  . (304)

The sign on each derivative is negative if the distance between the quark is increasing, and positive if
the distance is decreasing. After sampling Ehi and phi for each hadron, these equations lead to simple
relations between the space-time and momentum-energy pictures, zi�1�zi = Ehi/ and ti�1� ti = phi/,
where zi and ti denote the spacetime coordinates of the ith breakup point (note that zi�1 > zi since
points are enumerated from right to left). In the massless approximation, the endpoints are given by
z0,n = t0,n = ±

p
s/2. This specifies the breakup points, but there is still some ambiguity as to where the

hadron itself is produced. The default in Pythia 8.3 is the midpoint between the two breakup points, but
it is also possible to specify an early or late production vertex at the point where the light cones from the
two quark-antiquark pairs intersect.

A complete knowledge of both the spacetime and momentum pictures violates the Heisenberg un-
certainty principle. This is compensated for in part by introducing smearing factors for the production
vertices, but outgoing hadrons are still treated as having a precise location and momentum. Despite not
being a perfectly realistic model, there is no clear systematic bias in this procedure, and any inaccuracies
associated with this violation are expected to average out.

There are several further complications to these process. One is more complicated topologies such as
those involving gluons or junctions. Another is the fact that the massless approximation is poor for heavy
qq pairs. For massive quarks, instead of moving along their light cones, the quarks move along hyperbolae
E

2
� p

2

z = m
2
+ p

2

? = m
2

?. Both these issues are addressed in more detail in ref. [293].

7.1.5 Junction topologies

Junction topologies in their simplest form arise when three massless quarks in a colour-singlet state move
out from a common production vertex, a textbook example of which is given by a baryon-number-violating
supersymmetric decay �

0
! qqq. In that case it is assumed that each of them pull out a string piece,

a “leg”, to give a Y-shaped topology, where the three legs meet in a common vertex, the junction. This
junction is the carrier of the baryon number of the system: the fragmentation of the three legs from the
quark ends inwards will each result in a remaining quark near to the junction, and these three will form a
baryon around it.
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Illustration from Pythia 8.3 manual

“Junction 

New source of baryon + 
antibaryon production

Sjöstrand & PS hep-ph/0212264 

Christiansen & PS 1505.01681 

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0212264
https://arxiv.org/abs/1505.01681


LHCb: also in Bottom
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๏  asymmetryΛb

Bottom asymmetries

uncertainties on the Pythia models shown here are only due to the limited sample size
of about 12.5 million events. The results of the Pythia hadronisation model describing
the data best, along with the predictions of the heavy-quark recombination model are
presented in Fig. 11. The uncertainties on the heavy-quark recombination model are the
systematic uncertainties given in Ref. [5]. Overall, the predictions from the heavy-quark
recombination model are consistently higher than the 8TeV measurements, but remain
within uncertainties. For Pythia, only the model CR1 shows a good agreement with
the

p
s = 7 TeV measurements but it is also consistently higher at 8TeV. The two other

tested settings predict asymmetries that are too large, exhibiting the strongest deviation
at low transverse momentum.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the �0
b production asymmetry predicted by the various Pythia

models, where CR1 refers to the QCD-inspired model and CR2 refers to the gluon-move model,
and the measured production asymmetries. Results versus �0

b (left) rapidity y and (right) pT are
shown for centre-of-mass energies of (top)

p
s = 7 TeV and (bottom)

p
s = 8 TeV. Uncertainties

on the predictions are due to limited simulation sample sizes.

9 Conclusions

The most precise measurements of the �0
b production asymmetry in

p
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV

proton-proton collisions have been presented. A new method to estimate asymmetries in
the interaction of protons and antiprotons with the detector material has been developed.
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LHCb, 2107.09593
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b)

CR1 = CR-BLC, no enhancement at low p?.
Enhanced ⇤b production at low p?, like for ⇤c, dilutes asymmetry?
Asymmetries observed also for other charm and bottom hadrons.
Revived field of study?
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Bottom asymmetries

uncertainties on the Pythia models shown here are only due to the limited sample size
of about 12.5 million events. The results of the Pythia hadronisation model describing
the data best, along with the predictions of the heavy-quark recombination model are
presented in Fig. 11. The uncertainties on the heavy-quark recombination model are the
systematic uncertainties given in Ref. [5]. Overall, the predictions from the heavy-quark
recombination model are consistently higher than the 8TeV measurements, but remain
within uncertainties. For Pythia, only the model CR1 shows a good agreement with
the

p
s = 7 TeV measurements but it is also consistently higher at 8TeV. The two other

tested settings predict asymmetries that are too large, exhibiting the strongest deviation
at low transverse momentum.
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b (left) rapidity y and (right) pT are
shown for centre-of-mass energies of (top)

p
s = 7 TeV and (bottom)

p
s = 8 TeV. Uncertainties

on the predictions are due to limited simulation sample sizes.

9 Conclusions

The most precise measurements of the �0
b production asymmetry in

p
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV

proton-proton collisions have been presented. A new method to estimate asymmetries in
the interaction of protons and antiprotons with the detector material has been developed.
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QCD-based CR

Default (Monash)

LHCb, JHEP 10 (2021) 060 • arXiv: 2107.09593

“Gluon-Move” CR

Without junction CR, an important 
source of low-pT  production is 
when a b quark combines with the 
proton beam remnant. 
Not possible for  (no  remnant at 
LHC)

Λb

Λ̄b p̄

QCD CR adds large amount of low-pT junction  and , in equal amounts. 
Dilutes asymmetry!

Λb Λ̄b

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.09593


Charm hadron composition – 2Possible reconnections

Ordinary string reconnection

(qq: 1/9, gg: 1/8, model: 1/9)

Triple junction reconnection

(qq: 1/27, gg: 5/256, model: 2/81)

Double junction reconnection

(qq: 1/3, gg: 10/64, model: 2/9)

Zipping reconnection

(Depends on number of gluons)

Jesper Roy Christiansen (Lund) Non pertubative colours November 3, MPI@LHC 10 / 15

Christiansen, Skands: CR-BLC:
Colour Reconnection
Beyond Leading Colour
JHEP 08 (2015) 003

Mode 0, 2, 3: di↵erent causality
restrictions, 0 = none
. . . but ⌅+

c /D0 still not described

EPS-HEP 2021 | Highlights from the ALICE experiment | K. Reygers

Charm hadronization in pp (4): 

29

 not described by models that get  right!�0c /D0 �+c /D0

�0c (dsc) � ��e+�e
� ���+

arXiv:2105.05187

Coalescence model comes closest to data

talk Luigi Dello Stritto

PYTHIA 8 with CR (mode 2) below data,  
even though this model describes �+c /D0

Torbjörn Sjöstrand Nonperturbative models in PYTHIA slide 7/23

Strangeness

36

๏QCD-CR is not a mechanism for strangeness enhancement 
•When we look at “steps in strangeness”, we see disagreements

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1. Comparison of the ALICE data to existing PYTHIA implementations, including

PYTHIA’s default tune (the Monash 2013 tune [4]), the QCD CR model (Mode 2) [12], and

the Rope model [21, 23]. Shown are the ratio of strange hadrons to (⇡+ + ⇡�) in |y| < 0.5

vs the average midrapidity charged multiplicity, hdNch/d⌘i|⌘|<0.5. The events simulated are

inelastic pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV, with no p? or lifetime cuts, and counting only primary

particles.

29

 
vs multiplicity

K/π

ALICE 2021: also in charm

Junctions

Strangeness

Ξc/D0

Similarly, Ξ/Λ, . . .



Enter: Close-Packing

37

๏“Close Packing” of strings 
•Even with CR, high-multiplicity events still expected to involve multiple 
overlapping strings.  
•Interaction energy  higher effective string tension (similar to “Colour Ropes”) 

๏  strangeness (& baryons & <pT>) 

๏

⟹
⟹

๏2021: Monash student J. Altmann 
extended it to conventional string-
breaking model and began the 
(complicated) work to extend to 
junction topologies. Work in progress!

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2. Close packing model variations alongside the defult PYTHIA tune and the ALICE

data. Shown are the ratio of yields of strange hadrons to pions (⇡++⇡�) measured in |y| < 0.5

with respect to hdNch/d⌘i|⌘|<0.5 for inelastic pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV. No lifetime cut made

or p? cuts applied to the event generation. 31
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data. Shown are the ratio of yields of strange hadrons to pions (⇡++⇡�) measured in |y| < 0.5

with respect to hdNch/d⌘i|⌘|<0.5 for inelastic pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV. No lifetime cut made

or p? cuts applied to the event generation. 31
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Preliminary results (J. Altmann)

๏Current close-packing model in Pythia 
only for “thermal” string-breaking model

Interesting in 
its own right!

Intended as a simple alternative to rope 
model.

Fischer & Sjöstrand, 1610.09818

https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.09818


What do LHC collisions look like?

38

Most of them look like this:

Low-multiplicity 
minimum-bias event

Some look like this:



๏First 7-TeV LHC measurement 
•Probability distribution for the number of charged particles 
(illustrated to the left with real collisions) 

๏Experimentally: simple to measure. 
•Count number of “tracks” left by ionising charged particles  
•& correct for imperfect reconstruction of those tracks. 

๏Theoretically: impossible to predict (in perturbative QFT)… 
•Why? Can we predict anything at all? 
•We were still able to make predictions within ~10%; How?

First Physics at Colliders = Counting Tracks

39

Low multiplicity

High multiplicity

High probability

Low probability

Medium multiplicity

Medium probability

Jargon for “number of”

April, 2010


